Asia ex Japan equities

Will optimism return to Asian equities in 2019?

Contrary to 2017, when Asia ex Japan equities
enjoyed a strong rally with extremely low
volatility, 2018 has been a bumpy year. Global
events, including rising trade tension and a
stronger US dollar and yields, are preoccupying
investors, masking solid economic growth from
many countries in the region.
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Will the tide turn in 2019? We believe there
are good reasons that Asian markets will
regain favor from international investors
given:
• Solid economic growth, supported by
strong fundamentals and supportive policies.
• Strong Asian companies, backed by
dynamic growth drivers and expansion
efforts.
• Compelling valuations, offering an
attractive entry point for quality companies.

Key takeaways
• We believe Asian
markets may regain
favor from international
investors in 2019.
• Regional governments
are expected to roll out
pro-growth policies to
support domestic
economies.
• Asian companies are
looking for opportunities
to expand abroad, which
represents an important
change in mindset.

Healthy economic growth is obscured by
near-term headwinds
Economic growth in Asia ex Japan is expected
to remain strong despite mild moderation,
(6.1% in 2018 and 5.9% in 2019). ¹
In China, we expect economic growth to
achieve the government’s target of around
6.5% in 2018 and to be between 6.0% and
6.5% in the medium term given the government’s rebalancing efforts toward a consumption- and service-led economy. We expect
continued innovation in the consumer and
information technology sectors to address
growing and more sophisticated consumer
demand amid rising income and accumulated
wealth.
In India, economic growth has been on a
positive upward trend, and we expect it to
gather further strength in 2019. We believe
private consumption, particularly in the rural
area, will remain the dominating growth driver,
supported by strong expansion in per capital
income, which is

projected to increase at a compound annual
growth rate of 10.2% between 2016 and
2025.² Elsewhere in Asia, economic growth is
expected to remain steady, predominately
driven by robust private consumption.
We believe Asian economies are well-positioned to withstand contagion risk from other
emerging markets (in the case of continued
strength in US dollar and yields) given their
stronger trade balance, higher reserve
adequacy and improving external debt profile.
Asian countries are not like Argentina and
Turkey, which are running current account
deficits at around 6% of gross domestic
product (GDP), and their overall external debt
to foreign exchange reserve level is also much
lower. ³
Supportive policies to ensure stable outlook
We believe regional governments will roll out
pro-growth policies to support domestic
economies and remain committed to reforms
to address structural bottlenecks.
In China, we believe policy responses are data
dependent, indicating that targeted easing
measures should continue in the near term.
That said, we believe structural reforms,
including deleveraging and supply-side reform,
will remain a top priority given their
paramount importance to long-term economic
health.
In India, we expect reforms in areas including
financial inclusion, housing for all and digitalization to continue, driving further productivity
gains. In other parts of Asia, we believe the
policy focus will be on sustaining domestic
consumption and employment. In the Philippines and Thailand, public infrastructure
projects will be another key development area
that local governments push for.

1 Source: Bloomberg L.P. 2018 and 2019 GDP growth rates refer to Bloomberg consensus estimate as of Oct. 10, 2018.
2 Source: Deloitte and FICCI, estimate as of Oct, 2018.
3 Source: CEIC, Morgan Stanley Research.
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Strength of Asian companies to extend
thanks to dynamic growth drivers and
expanding efforts
We believe Asian companies will extend
strength thanks to the emergence of new and
dynamic drivers in the technology and
consumer-related sectors on top of existing
ones in the traditional sectors that have been
benefiting from reforms. We believe it was
evidenced by the evolving composition of top
Asian companies by market capitalization.
Chinese internet giants Tencent and Alibaba
have taken over the top two spots that were
once occupied by PetroChina and Industrial
and Commercial Bank of China. 4
We believe it also shows that the investment
universe of Asian equities is moving closer to
the underlying structural drivers of the
economy. With consumption and services
growth across Asia contributing higher to
overall GDP, we believe the underlying investment universe will get broader and deeper and
have better quality too.
Besides riding on new growth areas, we also
note that Asian companies are looking for
opportunities to expand abroad.
We believe it represents an important change
in mindset and expansion strategy, and
illustrates the rising emergence of Asian
corporates that can extend their success
outside of their home market to be globally
competitive.
Compelling valuation against solid earnings
growth
Compared with developed markets, Asia ex
Japan equities are trading at a much attractive
valuation now. Its 12-month forward
price-to-earnings ratio (P/E) stood at 11.1x as
of mid-October, which is also one standard
deviation below the historical average.5
We believe the market might have already
priced in most negative events.
We believe earnings growth of Asian equities
will remain healthy in both 2018 and 2019.

4 Source: Factset, Invesco.
5 Source: Goldman Sachs Investment Research.
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In China, we expect earnings to be led by
sustainable growth sectors including the
consumer, internet and health care sectors;
while in India, we believe earnings growth will
continue to trend up in 2019. In addition to
consumer-related sectors and retail-focused
private financial institutions, we are also
positive toward earnings growth of IT servicing
companies. We believe they will benefit from a
depreciating rupee and strengthening US
economy.
Risks to watch in 2019
Despite a reduction in domestic risks given solid
macro fundamentals and prompt policy
responses, we believe external risks that were
weighing on sentiment in 2018 will likely
continue in 2019:
• Trade tension. We expect trade conflict to
linger for a while, but given its complex
nature and connection with US domestic
politics, we expect things to turn quickly on
either side (not excluding a substantial
positive outcome).
We believe the development on the Korean
Peninsula provides a good reference to trade
tension. Few expected back in 2017 that
North Korea would hold a summit with both
South Korea and the US in the following
year.
• Dollar strength and rising yields. Stronger
dollar and rising yields are historically
negatively linked with Asian equities, and we
believe it is worth continued monitoring,
especially for countries running current
account deficits.
• Election. We believe upcoming elections in
India, Thailand and Indonesia in 2019 require
close watch given their implications for
domestic policies and equity markets. Despite
the uncertainty, we believe investors should
remember that elections do not always have
an unfavorable impact on equity markets. We
have seen positive market reactions following
elections as well, especially in India.

Conclusion
We believe the robust fundamentals of Asia ex
Japan equities will likely draw renewed interest
from investors in 2019. We believe the current
valuation has already priced in most negative
events. We believe Asian companies are on
solid ground to extend strength given their
investment into new growth areas and
overseas markets.
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Important information
This document has been prepared only for those persons to whom Invesco has provided it for informational
purposes only. This document is not an offering of a financial product and is not intended for and should not
be distributed to retail clients who are resident in jurisdiction where its distribution is not authorized or is
unlawful. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all or any part of this document to any person without
the consent of Invesco is prohibited.
This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are forward-looking
statements, which are based on certain assumptions of future events. Forward-looking statements are
based on information available on the date hereof, and Invesco does not assume any duty to update any
forward-looking statement. Actual events may differ from those assumed. There can be no assurance that
forward-looking statements, including any projected returns, will materialize or that actual market conditions
and/or performance results will not be materially different or worse than those presented.
The information in this document has been prepared without taking into account any investor’s investment
objectives, financial situation or particular needs.
Before acting on the information the investor should consider its appropriateness having regard to their
investment objectives, financial situation and needs.
You should note that this information:
•
•
•
•

may contain references to amounts which are not in local currencies;
may contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with the laws or practices of your
country of residence;
may not address risks associated with investment in foreign currency denominated investments; and
does not address local tax issues.

All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. Investment involves risk. Please review all financial material carefully before investing. The
opinions expressed are based on current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. These
opinions may differ from those of other Invesco investment professionals.
The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons into
whose possession this marketing material may come are required to inform themselves about and to comply
with any relevant restrictions. This does not constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in
which such an offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or
solicitation.
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